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Abstract

This paper presents a novel network device being located
in network edge nodes. It provides a solution for QoS guar-
antees to certain flows on a congested link by focussing
packet discard on selected flows. Unlike IntServ solutions
like RSVP, our approach only requires minimal signalling
and provides both efficiency and scalability. In this paper,
we first describe the ideas of our QoS device and then pro-
vide first results from a fast-track simulation model imple-
menting a lightweight version of our approach.

1. Introduction
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Figure 1. Broadband Scenario

With DSL technology becoming widespread, a rising
amount of customers obtains access to high-speed Internet
backbones. Such links do not only speed up existing appli-
cations but also make services like video and audio on de-
mand possible. But unlike best-effort applications, such ser-
vices have stricter QoS requirements; especially they need
an assured bandwidth. We assume that core bandwidth is
usually over-provided and only the link to the customer be-
comes the bottleneck (see figure 1). When multiple equal-
priority flows exceed the DSL link’s bandwidth, the quality
of all flows suffers due to packet loss. Using RSVP to es-
tablish per-flow reservations would solve the problem but
introduces complex signalling and a lack of scalability [1].
In this paper, we present a novel, simple and scalable ap-
proach to ensure QoS guarantees while only requiring a
minimum effort on signalling. Our approach [3, 9] is based
on a QoS device located inside an edge node before the bot-
tleneck link. It is currently under consideration by the Stan-
dards Bodies ITU-T and ETSI [5–7].

2. Our QoS Device

The key idea of our QoS device is that in case of con-
gestion is it better to focus packet discard on selected flows
than to discard arbitrary packets. Then, only the selected
flows would suffer from quality loss instead of all flows.
This principle, applied at the ATM cell level, was first sug-
gested in [10] and its value has been shown in other publi-
cations since [4,8]. We apply it to our device by making the
latest flow(s) the subject of discard (the default policy; arbi-
trary other schemes may be applied as well.). Therefore, our
device has to know when a new flow starts, and has to main-
tain a record of it.

For the device to recognise the start of a flow, its sender
is only required to send a start packet; no further signalling
is necessary. In particular, the sender is not required to wait
for any acknowledgement, it may start sending data imme-
diately. The start packet contains flow identity information
(i.e. packet header fields; see [2] for more information) to
identify the data flow and an estimation of the flow’s band-
width. This information is recorded by our device.

The device maintains a window of flows that are vulner-
able to packet discard in case of congestion, the drop win-
dow. As new flows start up, the flow moves through the drop
window, until eventually it is removed from the window (by
being overwritten by new entries), when one of the follow-
ing conditions is satisfied: (1) The sum of the rates of the
flows in the drop window, minus rate of the oldest flow, is
greater than R, where R is a percentage of the link band-
width. (2) The flow has been in the window for at least time
tmin. (3) It has received at least pmin packets after the start
packet.

When a flow identity is removed from the drop window,
it becomes a guaranteed flow, except under extreme traffic
conditions. Note, that the list of guaranteed flow identities
is not stored. All packets not belonging to flows of the drop
window are implicitly assumed to be guaranteed flows. This
ensures the scalability of our device.

3. Experimental Testbed

For a proof of concept, we have created a fast-track simu-
lation model using an Open Source simulation package un-
der BSD licence written in Common LISP [11]. This model
is being able to run with our QoS protocol turned on or off;
if it is turned off, packets arriving are discarded indiscrimi-
nately in the case of congestion.

The example scenario has been set up with 5 traffic
generators attached: flow 1 (multimedia, 256 Kbit/s, 30
fps, 1060 bytes/frame), flow 2 (voice, 64 Kbit/s, 80 fps,
100 bytes/frame), flow 3 (voice, 64 Kbit/s, 8 fps, 1000
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Figure 2. Packet loss, protocol turned off
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Figure 3. Packet loss, protocol turned on
(%*1000 converted to log scale)

bytes/frame), flow 4 (multimedia, 256 Kbit/s, 30 fps, 1060
bytes/frame), flow 5 (multimedia, 512 Kbit/s, 50 fps, 1280
bytes/frame). Frame inter-arrival times deviate by +/- 25%
(random, uniform distribution). The packet MTU is 1000
bytes, larger frames are segmented. The link bandwidth is
1 Mbit/s; the edge device’s output buffer is 100000 bit (i.e.
100ms at 1 Mbit/s speed), the drop window size R is 250
Kbit/s.

4. Results

A number of experiments were performed, using confi-
dence intervals of 95%. Our first experiment was performed
with the protocol turned off, in order to verify that packet
loss would be indiscriminate, and spread across all 5 flows.

Figure 2 shows the percentage loss rate of the total pack-
ets transmitted, for each flow; it is indiscriminate in that all
5 flows have lost packets. While the loss rates have values
between 13% and 22% for flows 1 and 3-5, the rate for flow
2 is lower due to its small packet sizes (100 bytes instead of
1000 to 1280).

The next step was to run simulations with the protocol
turned on. Flow 1 is the reference flow (in the drop window)
and flows 2-5 were in the guaranteed area. Figure 3 shows
the resulting percentage packet loss rate using a log10 scale.

Obviously the loss rate for the reference flow is highest:
about 58%. For the other flows, the loss rate is about 0.1%

or less. This clearly shows that even a very simple edge de-
vice protocol achieves a quite low packet loss rate (about
0.1%) for 4 of 5 flows. Clearly, in terms of customer satis-
faction, four of five users notice no significant reduction in
service quality. This is far better than all flows being unsat-
isfactory!

However, it should be noted that flows 2-5 do not re-
ceive exactly the same QoS as in a congestion-free network:
the packet transmission is non - pre-emptive, i.e. when cur-
rently a drop window packet is being transmitted, it is not
possible to suspend its transmission. Instead, new guaran-
teed area packets queue up and may fill up the queue, pos-
sibly causing a loss for guaranteed flows.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, an advanced QoS protocol for mass content
has been described. The protocol is suitable for controlling
congestion in network edge devices. A lightweight version
of the protocol has been implemented in a LISP simulation
model, and this was described, along with some results. The
initial results show that even a lightweight protocol is bet-
ter than using no protocol at all. The research now splits
into 3 tracks: this model is further used to investigate secu-
rity mechanisms; an Opnet model is used to implement the
full device functionality and provide simulation results to
the Standards Bodies, ITU-T and ETSI; and a third model
is currently being developed as a student project, in OM-
NeT++.
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